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Dance, drama an art-form with no boundaries, no
limitations, no ethnic preference...”Dream into Reality”
will capture the realism of the everyday life being a
young dancer abled/disabled in a diverse and
cosmopolitan Cape Town. This performance depicts the
various obstacles the youth encounters in their daily
lives. Rich in culture and authenticity the everyday life
of these dancers expressed in their own mother tongue will
capture you and take you on a journey of dance and
music. This journey will prove that through sheer
determination, a clear vision and drive, these dancers
have excelled in their talent. Their dream has made their
reality brighter, braver and resilient to it all
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Scene 1 – Hip Hop Rehearsal
Step into a day in the life of a group of
extraordinary hip hop dancers. As they all
think it’s just a normal rehearsal, it turns into
a day where they are faced with sad
disappointment, new challenges and an
opportunity to turn negative into positive and
use their talents to the benefit of the
community.

Scene 2 – The Street Corner
Kids today face many challenges as they grow
up. This scene depicts a display of the reality
teens are facing today. They plot and scheme
and do things just to find acceptance amongst
their friends even if it means getting involved
in the wrong side of life.
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Scene 3 – Home Scene
The excitements of the young female dancers
are tangible as they cannot contain their joy, but
young Jacey doesn’t share this sentiment. A
vivid look at what happens behind closed doors.
She struggles to please her parents and do
something she enjoys at the same time. See how
she struggles to meet their expectations, knock
down the preconceived ideas of the world of
dance, while achieving her own dreams and
having fun with her friends.

Scene 4 – Ballroom rehearsal
A struggling ballroom dance school is
devastated at the disaster lying in wait for
them as they arrive for practise. It seems
impossible for them to cope with yet
another challenge when all the young
teacher wants to do is uplift the
community and prove to them that
dreams can be reached. Follow them as
they try to find a solution to the
challenges they face.

Scene 5 – Opening of New
Dance School
The day is filled with anticipation as these young
dancers launch their idea into the community.
The overwhelming response brings along
surprise, happiness and challenges. See how
different genres are fused together in one
seamless class and how the differently-abled
dancers bring to light a showcase of their
abilities and widen people’s perceptions about
what is possible!

Scene 6 – 6 months later
Anxiety and excitement is in the air as the
dancers do the final preparations for their
show. A true showcase of how hard work,
dedication and determination translate into
true success in helping these dancers turn
their Dreams into Reality.

